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WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO LAUNCH ZEST TECHNOLOGIES?
Sometimes opportunities come knocking and sometimes they are the result 
of seeing a long-term personal goal to fruition. In the case of creating Zest 
Technologies, I was lucky to be able to combine a bit of both. Forming 
Garland 17 years ago certainly helped me to fully understand what it takes 
to launch a company from nothing and then grow it into a successful 
customer-centric enterprise. With Garland, the challenge was eased 
because I had Malcolm Harland working alongside me as we founded and 
worked through the aches and joys of growing a company together. But 
that strong foundation and what we learned has certainly made launching 
Zest Technologies go far more smoothly than it might for others who have 
never been through the experience in any way.

From the opportunity side behind Zest’s development, success doesn’t 
go unnoticed. With Garland, because of our strong partnership with LiveU 
and their renown in their market sector, it came quite naturally that the 
best way forward for enhanced growth in that area lay in an even more 
cohesive partnership with LiveU. While Malcolm and I had a lot of cross-
over in sectors and technologies we covered, over the years a natural focus 
of technology coverage occurred so that Malcolm moving to work with 
LiveU and me continuing to provide expertise on the video contribution 
side occurred almost organically; and Zest Technologies was born!

From a personal one, I was ready for a challenge that allows me to 
continue to grow, while providing me with the ability to pursue other 
things that are important in my life. For example, I also want to use my 
knowledge and experiences to encourage other women to not only enter 
STEM fields but to take up leadership positions within it and actively carve 
their own paths forward. 

I love what I do and am proud of what we achieved with Garland, but to 
me change is an elixir for growth. It can seem daunting and uncomfortable, 
but if I have learned anything about myself while running my own 
business, it is that I don’t want to stop growing, learning and achieving… 
and I definitely don’t want to be hesitant to change. 

Don’t get me wrong, selling Garland and leaving that business involved 
a flight of faith. On day one of launching Zest Technologies on 1st March, 
I had an office, plenty of demo kit, stock, but because of the terms of 
the sale, I had no agreements in place in advance with any partners or 

customers for Zest. I sat at my desk that same day about to start video calls 
with both partners and customers. Malcolm and I worked together to tell 
them about Garland’s sale and the formation of Zest Technologies, which 
wasn’t something we had been able to advise them of in advance. Nothing 
was more important to Malcolm and me than continuity of support with 
our customers, including ensuring they continued to have access to the 
best-in-class offerings of our technology partners; NTT, Broadcast Wireless 
Systems (BWS), Haivision, Vitec, Teracue and WISI.

In the end, the calls were a hugely enjoyable and almost cathartic 
experience! By the end of the first week I had every partner on board with 
Zest. They were so supportive telling me that ‘it’s about the people rather 
than the company name’, and ‘we still want to work with you’. In addition, 
in those same few days, all major customers were working to get me on 
their approved supplier lists. Their trust and faith have been so motivating 
and has reaffirmed my decision to launch Zest Technologies.

HAVE ANY OF THE GARLAND STAFF COME WITH YOU TO  
ZEST TECHNOLOGIES?
While the terms of the company sale meant I couldn’t take any of the 
Garland team with me, we continue to talk to ensure our customers are 
being looked after, as we now often have the same customers. The Garland 
team is an incredible group of experts and so supportive of me and Zest 
Technologies. It was a wrench to leave them, but I am truly delighted for 
them to have the opportunities that a future with LiveU can bring them. I 
am so immensely proud of all of them.

Of course, our Zest Technologies team also includes our partners, so 
bringing them along to Zest means I am not really doing this alone by any 
means. We work together to bring the full spectrum of needed expertise, 
problem solving and innovation to keep our customers at the forefront  
of their industries.

YOU’VE ANNOUNCED THE CLIENTS FROM GARLAND THAT HAVE 
COME OVER TO ZEST, WHAT WILL YOU BE OFFERING THEM THAT 
WILL BE DIFFERENT TO GARLAND?
Customer service and a strong work ethic were keystones to the trusting 
and successful relationships we build at Garland. We’ll continue to look for 
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and offer the most innovative solutions. So, in that regard, I am a strong 
believer in not messing with success. Those are qualities that continue to be 
at the centre of our work at Zest. 

We want to help the industries we serve to continue to be vital, grow 
and provide audiences with the best viewing experiences technology can 
provide. Of course, we are fortunate to have key accounts that remain a 
huge part of our business, continuing to help them prosper and advance is 
also part of our own growth. 

WHAT ARE YOUR HOPES FOR ZEST TECHNOLOGIES?  
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS ITS ROLE WITHIN THE MEDIA  
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY?
My hopes for Zest Technologies is that it is seen as a trusted partner in the 
industry that continues to help it move forward. We want to do that by 
being focused on our core strength, which is to continue to be the specialist 
of choice in the area of video contribution solutions to the professional end 
of the market. That means we can be counted on to provide high-quality 
broadcast contribution solutions whether point to point at high bitrate or 
using SRT solutions for delivery over the public internet into the cloud. 

When serving industries so reliant on technology, focus of expertise 
is vital in their choice of suppliers. It ensures they are getting the level of 
knowledge and commitment needed to provide the right solution for them. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL THE MEDIA TECH INDUSTRY IS DOING AT THE 
MOMENT? HAVE WE WEATHERED THE PANDEMIC STORM?
How we in the media tech industry work has changed dramatically in 
the last year. Perhaps ‘changed’ is too weak a word. I believe ‘evolved’ 
captures it more accurately. What has made me so proud during the 
pandemic is being part of an industry that continues to innovate. This is 
not an industry that has put a ‘be back soon’ sign on the door. It has dug 
in, found ways to continue to provide content and viewer experiences, 

overcome supply obstacles, and is working to meet the almost insatiable 
demand for in-home entertainment. Collaboration has been key. For 
example, the industry has worked closely with government to ensure 
live premium sports events can continue safely. We’re seeing a cross-over 
between industries, such as theatres working with broadcasters. We’re 
seeing a sharing of content across cultures and a resulting uptake in our 
understanding of the world. We are looking at partnerships in new ways 
and finding a host of previously untapped opportunities.

At Zest Technologies, our solutions are focused on remote production 
and broadcast contribution. Even before the pandemic, these workflows 
were strong areas of growth, particularly in the news, entertainment and 
sports markets. But in many ways, recent times have made this even more 
important for the ongoing strength of the industries we serve. We want 
to be part of ensuring a healthy UK economy and community, and Zest is 
here to help provide the technology needed to make this happen.

Despite the pandemic, the industry has moved forward and, in many 
ways, found opportunities it might not otherwise have discovered. When 
the pandemic is over, we will not return to a pre-pandemic state of affairs. 
We have a lot of learnings that we will bring along. 

WHICH NEW TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN THE INDUSTRY ARE  
YOU EXCITED ABOUT?
Remote production; giving you increased productivity and flexibility. 
Having your main resources back at your permanent site means that you 
can work in a familiar, tried and tested facility. It also means that you can 
produce more than one event in the same day, no waiting for kit to turn up, 
no additional set-up time or test days. So at the event location having good 
quality encoders is paramount; with new multi-channel encoders available 
now you can sync cameras with no trouble. Use of cloud-based solutions is 
also important and a big area of growth, getting the video securely into the 
cloud is something Zest can help with. n


